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Preface

Achieving a long-term acceptable level of manufacturing profitability through 
productivity requires the total commitment of management teams and all 
staff in any manufacturing company and beyond.

Achieving this acceptable level of productivity or multiannual 
manufacturing target profit can be accomplished by meeting the external 
target profit expected from sales and by achieving the internal target profit 
by continually improving the manufacturing costs. The role of productivity 
is decisive, both in meeting the external target profit, by providing the 
manufacturing capacities needed to support sales plans (effectiveness 
or maximizing output by reducing or eliminating the noneffective use 
of inputs—losses), and in achieving internal profit through continuous 
improvement of manufacturing costs (efficiency or minimization of inputs by 
reducing or eliminating excessive amounts of inputs—waste).

Awareness and continuous improvement of manufacturing costs 
behind losses and waste is the core goal of the Manufacturing Cost Policy 
Deployment (MCPD). Achieving this goal will continually uncover the 
hidden reserves of profitability through a harmonious transformation of 
the manufacturing flow, coordinated by the continuous need to improve 
manufacturing costs. Setting annual targets and means for manufacturing 
costs improvement, more exactly for costs of losses and waste, and the exact 
fulfillment of these, requires mobilization of all people in the company 
to carry out systematic improvement activities (kaizen) and systemic 
improvement actions (kaikaku) of the processes of each product family cost.

The MCPD system was born out of careful observation of the challenges, 
principles, and phenomena of manufacturing companies and the profound 
discussions with the people in these companies at all levels. At the same 
time, the associated theories available were analyzed.



xxii ◾ Preface

This book is organized in three sections. The first section presents the 
concept and the need for an MCPD system from a managerial perspective. 
In the second section, the transformation of manufacturing companies 
through the MCPD system is presented, more precisely the details of the 
initial steps of the implementation of the MCPD, the three phases and 
the seven steps of the MCPD, and the elements necessary for a constant 
and consistent application of the MCPD. In the last section, there are two 
examples of the MCPD implementation in two different types of industries, 
namely, manufacturing and assembly industry and process industry, and 
two case studies for the improvement of manufacturing costs for each (cost 
of equipment setup loss, using kaizenshiro; replacement of bottleneck 
equipment and associated costs of losses, using kaikaku; cost of quality 
losses with improving operators’ skills to sustain quality, using kaizen; and 
cost problem solving with the consumption of lubricants for one of the 
equipment, using A3).

The main audience of this book is made up of top managers, middle 
managers, and professional support staff who manage manufacturing areas. 
The continuous coordination of all manufacturing improvement through the 
need to improve manufacturing costs requires a close collaboration between 
engineering specialists and those in economics, especially in cost and 
managerial accounting.

Therefore, the author’s hope is that the MCPD system will provide a 
way of addressing the difference between manufacturing targets profit and 
external targets profit expected from sales by continuously uncovering 
the hidden reserves of internal profit that are obtained directly from 
manufacturing processes by increasing productivity.
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introduction

The Manufacturing Cost Policy Deployment (MCPD) system is about 
achieving the multiannual manufacturing target profit by targeting strategic 
productivity improvements over the long, medium, and short term.

The multiannual manufacturing target profit is achieved through the 
multiannual external profit expected from sales and through the multiannual 
internal profit achieved through continuous productivity improvement. The 
multiannual external profit expected from sales is the usual way to plan 
and earn profit starting from the sales plan (connected to the productivity 
vision and mission—sales volumes, market share, and profit) and then 
through developing the production plan, the supply chain plan, the human 
resources plan, the inventory plan, and the administrative and funding 
plans. The multiannual internal profit is determined by the difference 
between the multiannual target profit and the multiannual external profit 
expected from sales, in order to ensure a reasonable level of profit for an 
acceptable development of a manufacturing company. At one year, the 
difference between the annual target profit and the annual external profit 
will be achieved from either the increase of the annual external profit 
from sales (by increasing the volume of production sold, implicitly the use 
of production capacities) or the reduction of annual expenses (through 
manufacturing cost improvement, MCI). The difference between the annual 
target profit and the annual external profit from sales already adjusted is 
called annual manufacturing cost improvement goal (annual MCI goal). The 
annual MCI goal is planned to be achieved for each company within the 
group and for every product family cost (PFC) of each company. The PFCs 
are those product groups that have about the same pressure for MCI, the 
same need for cost reduction and unit profit growth, and which have about 
the same opportunities to improve losses and waste as they run around the 
same manufacturing flow processes.
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Synergy of the MCPD System at the Process Level

Once the annual MCI goal level at a PFC level, the top-down approach, 
or the annual demand for MCI is established, the annual MCI targets will 
be set for each manufacturing flow process (for each PFC, for existing 
and future products). The annual MCI targets will be set for the cost of 
losses and waste (CLW, the chronic cost problems) and for the critical 
cost of losses and waste (CCLW, the acute cost problems). CLW represents 
the transformation of losses and waste into costs through a scientific 
approach to unnecessary minutes and unnecessary material consumption. 
CCLW is the systemic approach to CLW, namely, the approach to CLWs 
that produce chain effects across the entire manufacturing flow and 
beyond. The annual CCLW sums up part of the annual CLW. The annual 
CLW and the annual CCLW represent the total offer for MCI. From this 
offer, one will use exactly what it takes to meet the annual MCI goal 
by setting annual MCI targets based on annual MCI means. Through 
the annual reconciliation between the demand for MCI (annual MCI 
goal) and the offer for MCI (CLW and CCLW), the annual uncovered 
hidden reserves of profitability obtained by continuously transforming the 
manufacturing flow of each PFC according to the market signals (price 
and profit) are determined. The annual reconciliation is based on the MCI 
catchball process through which, following several rounds of negotiations 
between managers and specialists at all levels of the company, an annual 
consensus on the level of MCI targets and means to meet the annual MCI 
goal is obtained. The true value of a manager is his ability to accurately 
plan the winning activities.

The strategic approach to productivity improvement is to establish 
annual MCI means to meet annual MCI targets at the process level of a 
PFC. Establishing annual targets and means for MCI for each PFC process 
represents the annual MCI policy deployment. The annual MCI means 
are defining both the strategic improvement project (systematic, kaizen, 
and systemic, kaikaku) and solving the daily problems of MCI targets. In 
establishing the annual MCI targets, the priority is given to PFCs with the 
highest external pressure on MCI, and in setting MCI means, the priority is 
given to CCLW targets (addressing the root causes to meet the annual MCI 
goal). The setting of annual MCI means targets is achieved by setting targets 
for losses and waste that are converging to meet the annual MCI targets.

The MCI targets and means (Phase 1: Manufacturing Cost Policy Analysis; 
Step 1: Context and Purpose and Step 2: Targets and Means for MCI) are 
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achieved through the development and implementation of the annual 
manufacturing improvement budget and the annual action plan for MCI 
means (Phase 2: Manufacturing Cost Policy Development; Step 3: Annual 
Budgets for MCI and Step 4: Action Plan for MCI), engaging the workforce 
to achieve the MCI targets, MCI performance management, and daily MCI 
management (Phase 3: Manufacturing Cost Policy Management; Step 5: 
Engage the Workforce for MCI, Step 6: MCI Performance, and Step 7: Daily 
Management). All these together represent the MCPD system (three phases 
and seven steps).

In this context, the MCPD system addresses the top management that has 
the need to meet the multiannual and annual target profits through strategic 
and operational enhancement of productivity improvements.

How This Book Is Organized

This book is organized in three sections. The first section (Introduction 
to the MCPD System) describes the need for MCPD by presenting the 
connections between the need for continuous reduction of costs and 
MCI (Chapter 1) and presenting the MCPD system within the dynamics of 
business contexts (Chapter 2). The second section (MCPD Transformation) 
presents the establishment of an MCPD system and steps to begin 
(Chapter 3); the three phases and seven steps of the MCPD system 
implementation, by designing, building, and full development at the level 
of each PFC (Chapter 4); and how to apply constantly and consistently 
the MCPD system (Chapter 5). The third and final section (MCPD Practical 
Implementations and Case Studies) presents two transformations of the 
manufacturing flow through the MCPD system, aiming at achieving the 
annual MCI goal and the annual target profit, in two different types of 
industries, namely, manufacturing and assembly industry and process 
industry (Chapter 6).

The following is an overview of the six chapters in this book.

Chapter 1: Starting from the Need for Continuous Cost Reduction

This chapter begins by presenting the need for the MCPD system. 
Five main barriers for the consistent and harmonious transformation 
of manufacturing companies are presented. Then the MCPD system is 
defined, described, and positioned within the manufacturing companies to 
show the connection between the need for continuous cost reduction and 
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MCI. This connection is based on the seven principles of the MCPD system 
described in this chapter, along with the basic features of the MCPD and 
with the help of transposition of the cost strategy into action (top-down 
and bottom-up approaches of MCI). Further on, a synthetic example 
of implementing the annual MCI policy deployment is presented to 
understand how to set up the annual MCI targets and means. The chapter 
ends by presenting the stakes of the MCPD system: uncovering hidden 
reserves of profitability.

Chapter 2: MCPD System: Overview and 
Dynamics of Business Contexts

This chapter presents theoretically the MCPD system and its medium- 
and long-term approaches. The chapter begins by presenting the 
transition from productivity vision to annual action plans for each PFC. 
The benefits of the MCPD system are presented for every hierarchical 
level in the company. Then the goals and approaches of the three 
phases and the seven steps of the MCPD system are presented. From 
the perspective of the MCPD system, the main ingredients of long-
term manufacturing target profit is presented, namely, price benchmark 
analysis and synchronization of life cycle targets (for profit, price, sales, 
capacity, productivity, and cost) and of efficiency of investment and 
productivity. Finally, how to strategically align the opportunities for 
improvement to the need for MCI is presented.

Chapter 3: Establishment of an MCPD System: Steps to Begin

What are the steps preceding the introduction of the MCPD system? This 
is the question that is being answered in this chapter. The answers are 
two way: a technical answer (MCI targets deployment: preliminary steps) 
and an organizational answer (preparation for the implementation of an 
MCPD system). Therefore, this chapter presents first the preliminary steps 
needed to establish MCI targets, by presenting in detail: the market driven 
activities for setting annual MCI goal, the profit-driven activities for setting 
annual MCI targets and the annual management coordinated by MCI targets 
and means deployment. Further on, the organizational steps necessary 
for the adoption of the MCPD system are presented, as a way of fulfilling 
the multiannual production profit plan by productivity improvement; 
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more precisely, the elements underlying the MCPD system implementation 
decision and the prediction of its effects, the MCPD system organization, 
and the creation of its structures to support MCI and internal and external 
communication of the MCPD system purpose are presented.

Chapter 4: MCPD Implementation: Designing, 
Building, and Full Development

This chapter focuses on the detailed presentation of the three phases and 
the seven steps of the MCPD system. In the first phase of the MCPD system, 
manufacturing cost policy analysis, the first two steps of MCPD are pre-
sented. In these two first steps, the annual MCI targets and means are set 
for each PFC through annual reconciliation (top-down and bottom-up for 
setting annual MCI goals and annual MCI targets and means). The second 
phase, manufacturing cost policy development, addresses the annual manu-
facturing improvement budgets development for existing and new products 
and the annual manufacturing cash improvement budget, in order to sup-
port the annual MCI targets and means (step 3) and the annual action plan 
for MCI means, including the annual individual plans for MCI (step 4). In the 
third phase of the MCPD system, manufacturing cost policy management, 
the workforce is engaged to achieve the MCI targets through departmental 
 organization for achieving MCI targets, through the development of an annual 
MCI training plan by running of the improvement activities and actions of 
the annual MCI means to meet annual MCI targets (step 5); the performance 
level of the current state of MCI against annual MCI targets is followed by 
 developing the annual MCI performance management (step 6); and by daily 
MCI management (step 7), the tangible and intangible effects of annual 
MCI are monitored daily and the deviations of MCI targets and contextual 
 managerial behaviors are solved.

Chapter 5: MCPD Constant and Consistent Application

How is the MCPD supported on the long term at all levels of the organization? 
What is the impact of the MCPD system on the continuous transformation of 
the manufacturing flow for each PFC? These are the questions that have been 
answered in this chapter. In order to answer the first question, the following 
were presented: the MCPD system information centers and horizontal and 
vertical communication, continuously collecting and recording the data and 
information; management branding and managerial support for the MCPD 
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system; and continuous monitoring of the annual MCI goal for each PFC 
(or the annual uncovering of hidden reserves of profitability). To answer the 
second question, the impact of the MCPD system on manufacturing lead time 
and beyond, on work in progress (WIP), and on material stock was presented.

Chapter 6: Applications of the MCPD System

This last chapter presents two applications of the MCPD system in two 
 companies in two different industries, namely, manufacturing and assembly 
 industry and process industry. The main actions, activities, and challenges 
for starting the MCPD implementation are presented; the MCPD steps and 
two case studies for each company (MCI means) (only a few of the annual 
and multiannual strategic projects of productivity improvement to meet the 
annual MCI goal and multiannual internal profit and target profit) are also 
presented. For the first company, MCI by improving the equipment setup and 
adjustment time and associated costs (with kaizenshiro) (case study 1) and 
MCI by increasing productivity with the replacement of bottleneck equipment 
(with kaikaku) (case study 2) are presented. For the second company, MCI by 
improving operators’ skills to sustain quality (with kaizen) (case study 1) and 
daily MCI management—cost problem solving for lubricants consumption for 
one of the equipment—(with A3) (case study 2) are presented. The results of 
applying the MCPD system in the two companies by continuously targeting 
productivity improvements through the need to meet the annual MCI goal 
and multiannual internal profit and target profit have been fully achieved.

I am confident that the MCPD system will help your company to meet 
multiannual and annual profit plans by improving productivity.
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